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Summary Demands on the mixer were twofold. First, to optimize
receiver sensitivity since front-end gain was limited, the mixer
An X-band Si-diode singlybalanced mixer developedspecif- was required not only to downconvert the signal without
ically for cryogenic operation is presented. In order to reduce adversely affecting the pre-amplifier but also to minimize the
thermal demands on a mechanical cooler, the mixer was signal degradation. Hence, low conversion loss, a low noise
designed to operate with a minimum of local oscillator (LO) figure,and ahighport-to-port isolation were desirable. Second,
power. That is, since the LO had to be cooled to reduce phase the mixer had to minimize thermal demands on the cooler by
noise, it was desirable to minimize the LO drive.Novel embed- operating witha starvedlocal oscillator (LO). Because the LO
ding circuit strategy was responsible for nearly theoreticalper- was inherently inefficient and had to be cooled in order to
formance.The signal-matchingcircuit simultaneouslyprovided reduce phase noise, minimizing the required drive level of the
a reactive termination to the image, sum, and first, second, and mixer was tantamount to reducing the cooling power require-
third LO harmonic frequencies. A conversion loss of 3.2 dB at ment. For example, ifthe LO is stabilized with a superconduct-
77 K with an LO drive of +1 dBm was measured. This loss ing resonator and has an efficiency of I0 percent and if the
included IF filter, dc block, and hybrid coupler losses. Mixer mixer requires 10dBm of LO drive, then the cryocooler heat
conversion loss is shown to be consistent with the theoretical load capacity must be increased by about 100 roW. Cooling
performance limit expected from the intrinsic diode. The rela- the mixer increases the overall receiver sensitivity and permits
tionship among junction capacitance, flat-band potential, and convenient integration of all the critical front-end functions.
conversion loss is examined. Many conventional mixerswithcompeting performance would
severely tax the cooler. Figure 1 shows the conversion loss
performance of a very good commercially available mixer
Introduction (Watkins-JohnsonWJ-M80LC), without provision for bias, as
a function of temperature.
The benefit of cryogenic cooling to low noise receiver The design reported herein incorporates partial enhance-
components is well known. Forexample, the noise temperature ment by using the low-pass matching circuit and quarter-wave
of high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifiers was radial stubs to reject the sum frequency (fRF+ fLO) and the
reduced by as much as afactor of eight bylowering the physical second and third LO harmonics. The impedance, as seen by
temperature of the device from 300 K to below 20 K from X- each diode at the image frequency, approaches an open circuit.
through Ka-band (refs. 1 and 2). Concomitantly the gain
increased by a factor of two to four. Similar cooling of a 0 --
Schottky barrier diode mixer (refs. 3 and 4) also reduced the
mixer's shot noise by at least a factor of two in the microwave .5 ___p,-, _Kr
throughmillimeter-wave range.
This paper describes a narrow bandwidth mixer designed
specifically for operation near 77 K. The mixer was originally o -10
developed as part of a miniaturized hybrid semiconductor- _o ature,
superconductorX-band downconverter. It was under investi- "_ -15 [ / 0 295
gation by the NASA Lewis Research Center and the Jet > [/ [] 200
Propulsion Laboratory for potential deep space and commer- t_ /dr • 100
cial communications applications (ref. 5). The nominal input -90 //= • 77frequency was 7.1 to 7.25 GHz, and the output frequency was
1.15 to 1.3 GHz. From practical cooling andoptimal perform- -25 _$ l I
ance perspectives, 77 K is a desirable operating temperature -5 0 5 10
on which to compromise. Most of thebenefits of device- and LOpower, dBm
circuit-cooling have already been realized, and space-qualified Figure1.--Conversionlossofunbiasedmixer(WJ-M8OLC)
coolers are available tomanage thermal loads of at least several as a function of LOpower,withoperating temperature as
hundred milliwatts, a parameter.
This report shows that through accurate device modeling, con- k Boltzmann's constant
version loss can be optimized for cryogenic operation and per- L feed line attenuation
form significantly better than at room temperature, evidently
by exploiting the increased nonlinearity of the cooled diode. LLO input, output feed line loss
This experimental evidence also complements recent work LM mixer conversion loss
(refs. 6 and 7) which claims that optimal performance is Lp lead beam inductance
achieved only if the instantaneous diode current exceeds the
flatband current for part of the LO cycle. Experimental data l incremental feed line loss
on the behavior of junction capacitance are also presented and N number of infinitesimal matched lossy lines
compared to theoretical behavior. The relationship ofjunction No donor concentration
capacitance to the flatband potential is also considered.
For this application, the mixer demonstrated that common- N!_ number of ionized donor sites
place Si diodes (M/A-COM MA40132) can perform well to q electron charge
temperatures at least as low as 50 K. Although the device used
in this study was operated near the theoretical onset of carrier Rj junction resistance
freeze-out, high performance was obtained. Apossible advan- Rs diode series resistance
tage of Si over GaAs for this particular application is lower S junction area
barrier height, which allows use of a smaller LO drive level,
perhaps thereby eliminating theneed for dc bias.The minimum T temperature
practical barrier height obtainable for a metal/n-type GaAs TI,O input, output feed line noise temperature
Schottky contact is about 0.75 eV, whereas barrier heights of TM mixer noise temperature
less than 0.5 eV can be produced on n-type Si.
Tp estimated average of physical temperatures at
ents of feed lines
Symbols TsYs measured system noise temperature
T" reduced temperatureA* Richardson constant
t time
Cj junction capacitance VDC bias voltage
Cj0 zero bias junction capacitance
Vf diode forward bias
Cj(vj(t)) time varying junction capacitance junction voltage
Cjmax maximumjunction capacitance
_1,2 fundamental, second harmonic junction voltage
Cn Fourier coefficients of periodic junction
capacitance VLO+ VD¢ peak instantaneous voltage
Cp package capacitance VlF,VlM,VRF intermediate, image, and radiofrequency
Ec conduction band energy level voltages
q/rlkT
Ed energy level of weakly bound donor sites
r source or load reflection coefficient
Eg bandgap energy
2
fLO local oscillator frequency gl go - g2
for an open circuit;fRF signal frequency 5 2 2
g0- gl go + g2
go,l,2 conductance waveform Fourier coefficients
2
I-V current-voltage g_ for a short circuit2
In.n m and nth order modified Bessel functions go
Ir rectified current
Is saturation current 1"1 ideality factor
ilF,ilM,iRF intermediate, image, and signal frequency rl' ideality factor at reduced temperature
currents d_b barrier height
tom totaldiodedirect currentfor a modified"Y-mixer" d_bi flatband potential
ioy direct current for a pure "Y-mixer" co radian frequency
Acronyms: The Si diodes used in this application were arsenic doped
HEMT high electron mobility transistor with a donor concentration of ND= 1.2xl017/cm3. There may
be a significant tunneling current component for this doping
IF intermediate frequency density at the specified operating temperature (ref. 8). For the
LO local oscillator purpose of modeling the diode, it was assumed that this effect
RF radiofrequency could be adequately accounted for by using the measured d_b
S-parameter scattering matrix and _1in the pure thermionic emission equation given in
SSB single sideband equation (2).
At room temperature, Si has a bandgap (Eg)of 1.12 eV (the
VSWR voltage standing wave ratio bandgapsof most semiconductors have a negative temperature
coefficient).At 77 K the calculated bandgap of Si is 1.166 eV
Device Model (ref. 9).The slight reduction in the bandgap resulting from the
reduced pressure in the cryostat (~I0 mtorr) is of negligible
A precise equivalent circuit representing the diode, as well consequence insofar as the model is concerned. It can also be
shown that at 77 K the carrier concentration equals the number
as an accurate description of its band structure, was required of ionized donor sitesN_, and band-to-band excitation is neg-
if the mixer design was to be optimized. Harmonic balance ligible. Excitation to the conduction band Ecoccurs only from
techniques could then be used to determine junction conduc-
tance and capacitance waveforms, and conversion character- weakly bounddonor sites (Ed),which reside at about 0.054 eVbelow Ec.From the closed form expression of the Fermi-Derac
istics could be estimated. It is well known that the I-V integral, Nt_ can readily be estimated as 8.6xl0tS/cm 3 if the
characteristic, particularly the ideality factor rl and the barrier semiconductor is assumed to be nondegenerate. The Fermi
height q5b, are strongly influenced by operating temperature• level is in fact about 6 kTIq from the conduction band edge.
Diode current becomes much more sensitiveto voltage atcryo- The barrier height was calculated from the modified saturation
genie temperatures, as indicated by the thermionic emission current expression proposed by Bhuiyan et al (ref. 10). Zero
equation. Consequently, the slope of the I-V curve becomes bias barrier height is expressed as the product of the
steeper, and the knee occurs at higher voltages.The measured temperature-dependent ideality factor "qand the apparent bar-
I-V curves for this particular low barrier Si diode are shown rier height obtained from the diode I-V characteristic. It was
in figure 2. Since minimizing conversion loss means maximiz- calculated to be equal to 0.570 V from
ing junction conductance variation, achieving good perform-
ance requires greater LO power or dc bias. In addition to ( T2)counteracting the effect of cooling, dc bias can be used to _b = 1. In A* •S. (1)control the averagevalue ofthe diode'sconductance waveform, _ I s
thereby providing a method to control impedance.
where cc= ql('qkT); A* is the Richardson constant; S is the
junction area; k is the Boltzmann constant; and q is the electron
charge.The calculated value is the thermal equilibrium value.
102 -- Under forward bias, the barrier height would be slightly higher
because of the Schottky effect; hence, the calculated value is,
in this sense, conservative. An error of two within the natural
101 -- log term introduces an error of only about kTIq to the calcula-
tion.Flatband potential ¢Pbiis the difference between the barrier
height and the difference in potential between the Fermi level
< _ and the conduction band; it was calculated to be 0.529 V
(ref. 9). The measured ofrl at K, as directly
100
value 77 obtained
o= from the I-V characteristic, was 2.3 compared to a room tem-
10-1 _ Temperature, perature value of 1.3. Saturation current Is was calculated byo fitting the thermionic emission equation (eq. 2) to the linear
I
K
portion of figure 2. Its calculated value was 1.9×10-17 A, as0 295
10-2 • 77 opposed to4.3x 10-gA at room temperature. Figure 3(a) shows
the Schottky barrier energy band diagram based on these
calculations.
10--3 [ l J For I >> Is the equation governing the forward I-V charac-
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 teristic is
Voltage,V
Figure2.--MeasuredI-VcurvesforSidiodeat77and295K. I=A* S. T2 ct.(V/-_b-/.R,)• •e (2)
_'_ 0.041 / I _''" _-_L_" _"_ _ _
ILL /../ ,.._b = 0.570
Eg=_ T ..................... EidE;-T- 0.544 // ,,Z,"-/ //_'"----"" 7._,\,, .Y_ _ "
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i C1 N ,- Figure 4.--De-embedded diode impedance data at 77 K aso a functionof dc biaswith -20 dBm RFdrive(RF= 5.0to
(b) 10.0GHz).
Figure 3._Schottky junction energy band diagram at 77 K.
(a)Calculatedinelectronvolts,noscale.(b)Diodeequi-
valentcircuitwithembedding schematic (L1, C 1, L2, and
C2 are frequency-dependent andrepresentmatching tomatchthemeasuredS-parameterswhiletheparasiticelement
circuit(subscript1)andradialstub(subscript2);L3 is values were held constant (Lp = 0.022 nil; Cp = 0.020 pF).
wirebond).
Circuit Design
where eb andTI,incorporatedinto _, areimplicitlytakentobe
functionsof temperature,andVfis the forwardbias,andRs the The layoutof the mixer is shown in figure 5. A singly bal-
diode series resistance, anced topology with a 180° hybrid ring was selected after
The quasi-staticcircuitmodel shown in figure3(b)consists tradeoffsbasedon size,powerrequirements,port-to-portchar-
of the voltage-controlledjunctionresistance(Rj) andjunction acteristics,andbandwidthwere made (ref. 11).The complete
capacitance(Cj); afixedseriesresistance;packagecapacitance circuiton 0.020-in.-thickA1203measured0.8 in.2, asopposed
(Cp); and beam lead inductance (Lp). The value of Rs was to 1.3 in.2 for a comparablesingle-endedmixer that had pre-
obtainedby plotting the differencebetween the voltage from viously been designed. Since the mixer was to be operated
the measuredlog I-V curve and that from the closest fitting insideacryostat,lowmasswasdesirabletofacilitatecooldown.
straightline projectedfrom the linearregion at severalhigh The requirementfor high LO-to-RFisolation to prevent the
currentlevels. The slope of theresulting straightline yielded possibility of pre-amplifierdynamic range degradationsug-
an Rs of 5.7 _, which was essentially independentof temper- gested the use of a 180° hybrid instead of a 90° quadrature
ature.The device impedance was measuredat 77 K with a coupler.A doublebalancedmixerwould have requiredatleast
networkanalyzer coaxiaUycoupled to the diode, which was twicetheLOpowerandprovidedexcessbandwidth.Thecenter
bonded to a coplanarwaveguidecarriermountedin a closed- frequencyof the ringwas at the LO frequencyof 8.3 GHz;
cycle He refrigerator.Calibrationestablished the reference hence thediodeswere, in principle,pumped180° outof phase,
planeatthecarrierinputterminal,andtheelectricalpathlength and spuriousrejection was maximized. Quarter-waveradial
from the measurement plane was subtracted. De-embedded stubs served as virtual grounds for the diodes at the RF and LO
impedance data are shown in figure 4. With no dc voltage frequencies. These were bypassed to ground through chip
applied, the parasitic reactances and the zero bias junction capacitors connected by a wire bond to the vertex of the stub
capacitance Cjowere determined by tickling the diode with a for the intermediate frequency (IF) return path. The IF-port
-20 dBm signal. The forward voltage was then incrementally low-pass filter was based on a Chebyshev prototype (ref. 12),
adjusted up to flatband.Even though a narrow band match was and its passband and stopband characteristics were fairly
desired, a broadband sweep was used to improve the modeling insensitive to the input termination over a range of 100 to
accuracy. The model's intrinsic parameters were then adjusted 150_ The filter was designed topresent an open circuit at the
_;port LO frequency anddid in fact provide greater than 30 dB atten-
uation to all spurious responses between 6 and 18 GHz.
Quarter-wave coupled parallel lines at the RF and LO ports
IF/do block acted as dc and IF blocks. Both the low-pass filter and the de
and IF blocks were evaluated separately from the mixer.The
matching circuit was extended past the ring by a 50 _ line to
/ RF/LOvirtual minimize electromagnetic interaction between adjacent
/ ground(typical) microstripstructures.z_Diode
location Harmonic balance techniques (ref. 13) were used to design
(typical) an embedding impedance networkstarting from a conventional
IF/de block stub-tuned signal conjugate matching circuit. Since the inter-
mediate frequency was relatively low, the circuit also provided
port a reasonable match to the LO over a limited pump range. Inher-
ent low-pass characteristics of the matching circuit and the
impedance periodicity of the radial stubs were tailored to
present purely reactive terminations atthe second and thirdLO
harmonics. This resulted in a reasonably good open circuit at
Low-pass filter the sum. If we assume that the alternate diode port can be rep-
resented by the simple model of figure 3(b), the concept can
be illustrated by figure 6, which shows the diode embedding
"impedance." Johnson (ref. 14) showed that an open circuit
image termination provides minimum conversion loss in the
iFoutput case of a sinusoidal constant-voltage-source LO. The admit-
Figure5.nLayout of matched mixer(circuitis 0.75 in.wide tance at the image frequency was 0.0017 -j0.0043 mhos. Note
and 0.98 in. long), that thematching and termination strategy employed here does
not readily lend itself to a situation inwhich the image is below
the signal frequency.
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Figure6,nRealandimaginarypartof diodeembeddingimpedance.
Junction Capacitance and Flatband o.15-- Theoretical /
u. --0-- Experimental/I:L
Crowe and Mattauch (refs. 6 and 7) have argued that mixer ¢S" /
diodes must be pumped beyond flatband if minimum conver- __ 1-t_sion loss is to be obtained. Despite the increase in junction _ 0.10_- ._..OtCr \
capacitance that occurs near flatband, according to the usual '_•5 \
analytical expression for an abrupt junction _ \bi o
t c 0.05 \
o \
c(v) - %0 (3)
_11 Vj = \
.-.j
\ I0.00 I I I I I¢
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
diodeconductanceonlythenisallowedtoswingoveritsmax- Junctionvoltage,I0,V
imum value.It is generallyacceptedthatconversionlossis Figure7.--JunctioncapacitancederivedfromRFmeasure-
minimizedonly whenthejunctionconductancevariationis mentsandtheoreticalcurvefromanalyticexpression
permittedto includethejunctionconductanceextremes.(Toa (eq.3).
firstorder from thesimplemodelof fig. 3(b),theminimum
diode conductance is approximately Rs(O3Cj) 2, and the maxi-
mum is Rs'l.) The capacitance expressed in equation (3) is
basedon an approximation that deteriorates as forward voltage 0.3 ! 1 [ !
approaches the flatband, yet it is widely used in mixer analysis.
The average value can be calculated from equation (3) as ]
u. 0.2
f
li__m[¢b,-eCj (Vj) dV (4) "
/
o o.1
The foregoing improper integral is convergent, and the mean
value becomes 2@0. This, however, is too large a value to
assume for the average C)(Vj<t))(which can be partially tuned
out). A more exact numerical analysis, indicating a much less 0.0 I I I I
dynamic change in Cj near flatband, was reported by Siegel 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35
et al. (ref. 15).The modeled data extracted from the experiment Time,t, nsee
reported herein andpresented in figure 7 support their theoret- Figure8.--Timevaryingcapacitancewaveformbasedon
ical work. A zero bias junction capacitance of 0.077 pF was experimentaldata (solidline)and analytical expression
obtained, with a mean value of about 0.085 pF.Although it is (dashed line).Maximumcapacitance derivedfrom
conceivable that there is some excursion between the fourth equation (3)was arbitrarilytruncated at 10 CiO.
and fifth data points, the salient features are that the capacitance
increases more slowly than predicted and that @maxoccurs in
advanceof the flatbandpotential. The timevarying capacitance variation, it is natural to expect that the LO drive must exceed
waveform Cj(_(t)) was calculated based onthe dataoffigure 7 the value correspondingtoa situation inwhichthediodecurrent
and contrasted to equation (3). The results, shown in figure 8, exceeds the flatbandcurrent, However, excess LO drive causes
correspond to a +1 dBm sinusoidal LO drive and a dc bias of an increase in overall loss because of dissipation in Rs. More-
0.424 V. The average components are 0.098 and 1.771 pF for over, at points beyond the point where the junction resistance
the experimental and analytical data, respectively. For the var- is limited by Rs, an increase in the LO drive simply increases
ious bias and LO drive conditions tested (0.55 (_bi < VD(2< the effective pulse duty ratio, which reduces the relative con-
0.85 qbbi),the time average capacitance was always within version conductance (refs. 16 and 17). Crowe and Mattauch
20 percent of the mean value extracted from figure7. Still, for (refs.6and 7) showed thatminimum loss is obtained only when
design (i.e., matching) purposes, the average component of the the peak instantaneous voltage (VLo + VD¢) exceeds the fiat-
time varying capacitance should be used. band voltage. Their numerical model assumed that there was
There is an intricate relationship between junction capaci- a sinusoidal LO voltage across the diode terminals and that
tance, flatband potential, and conversion loss. Since minimiz- higher order sidebands and LO harmonics were short circuited.
ingconversion loss requires maximizing junction conductance This arrangement is commonly referred to as a "Y-type" mixer,
6
after Saleh (ref. 18), since the only way to determine the cur- the diode temperature. Power meters with coaxial thermistor
rents (iRF,ilM,and/IF) as explicit functions of thesignal, image, mounts measured RF and LO input power at the ports of the
and intermediate frequency voltages (VRF,VlM, and viF) is to cryostat.The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) was meas-
use a Y-matrix representation of the time-dependent junction uredwithpowermeters connected toa 20 dB (+0.1 dB) coupler
conductance. The analysis presented herein determined diode thathad 44 dB directivity.Todetermine spuriousproduct power
voltage from measurement of the rectified current (It) and levels, thelF portwas connected to a spectrum analyzer through
knowledge of the diode terminations up to three LO harmon- a dc block. The IF signal power was measured with a power
ics. (The voltage drop across Rs was not negligible and was meter.
subtracted from the applied bias todeterminejunction voltage. Data to be presented are for source and load impedances of
Bias supply leads contributed only 0.13 D.fitand wereignored.) nominally 50fLTable I presents data for mixers with and with-
Saleh (ref. 18)derived an expression for rectified current in the outmatching circuits.The isolation characteristics of this mixer
case of an exponential diode Y-mixer with an open circuited were determined primarily by the hybrid ring coupler, but the
second harmonic. However, his approximation is valid only VSWR's depend on the impedance of the individual diode
for large pump voltages, that is, for Vj>> a](kTIq).The analysis ports. With an LO drive of + 1dBm, the matching and enhance-
that follows can be used to show that the assumption is only ment circuitry lessened conversion loss by almost 2 dB. (With
marginally satisfied for this mixer at drive levels _<1 dBm. an LO drive of 0 dBm, the conversion loss was 3.7 dB.) On
Torrey and Whitmer (ref. 19)developed the general admittance the basis of the VSWR improvement, we can attribute 0.5 dB
matrix for this modified Y-mixer by expanding the current in of the enhancement to matching. These results correspond to
termsofadoubleFourierseries.Anextensionoftheirapproach a situation in which the LO pumps the delta port. The image
shows the total diode direct current to be equal to frequency power appearing at the RF port was no greater than
-32 dBm.
Far.l.,.-, )1iota = Is. le __In(aVjl) . Im((XVj2 ) - 1 (5) TABLEI.--TYPICALPARTCHARAC'IERISTICSOFMIXERSWITHt. - n, m AND WITHOUT MATCHINGCIRCUITS
Isolation, dB Voltage
over all integers n and m where n = -2m and In is the nth order standing
modified Bessel function. The junction voltage of the second waveratio
harmonic Vy2was determined numerically by setting the second LO to RF RF to LO LO to IF RF to IF RF LO
harmonic current to zero. Five different bias and pump condi- Unmatched 33 18 43 37 2.1 1.6
tions yielded a mean value of 0.585 V, witha standarddeviation Matched 36 14 45 37 1.2 1.5
of 0.034 V for the total bias voltage, which provided minimum
conversion loss in each case. The direct current for a pure
Y-mixer(ref. 18) is Conversion loss and bias conditions as a function of tem-
perature are shown in figure 9 for both a +l and +10 dBm
(aVe) LO drive level with fRF = 7.16 GHz. The RF input power
Joy = [s • e •I0 (c_Vj) (6) was -15.0 dBm. Performance criteria could be met down
to at least 50 K by increasing the bias voltage slightly. Typ-
ical rectified currents recorded at optimum bias levels atAgain, from the same five measurements, a mean value of
0.537 V with a standard deviation of 0.011 V was obtained, about 77 K were as follows:
The impedances at the second and third LO harmonics were,
in fact, purely reactive, so presumably the true voltage lies
somewhere in between. This mean value clearly exceeds the Local oscillator power, Rectified current, Ir,
voltage at which Cjmaxoccurs, but barely exceeds the flatband dBm mA
voltage. 0 2.36
+1 2.63
Experimental Results and Discussion +10 6.84
The mixer was bonded with silverpaint to a gold-platedbrass The change in current when the RF power was toggled on or
fixture.The fixture was bolted to the cold fingerof a thermostat- off was imperceptible.
ically controlled closed-cycle He refrigerator interfaced with The noise figure was obtained by using an HP-8970B noise
semirigidcoaxial ports. Indium foil between the fixture and the figuremeterand an HP 346Anoisesource. The physical temper-
cold finger ensured good thermal contact.A thermocouplewas atureof the noisesource, whichwas generallyabove 290 K, was
bolted to the fixture adjacent to the mixer substrate todetermine accountedfor by the meter.Calibrationplanes were established
1.0 -- 21). (Since noise power must obey all power transfer laws, a
LO mismatchresultsinonly(1 - [F [2)oftheavailablepower actually
beingmeasured.Additionally,a lossy feed line would contribute
drive, [I"]2 times the feed noise temperaturebecause of re-reflection0.8 -- Bm
> +1 fromthemismatch.)Mixernoisetemperaturecanbe calculatedas
_=€_0.6 -- TM = TsYs/L I- T//L/- TeL M (7)
t;o
0.4 -- where Tsys is the measured system noise temperature, L/is
the input feed line loss, and LM is the mixer conversion loss.
i_ Feed line noise temperature T/,0 is given by
0.2--
T/, o = (L/, o- 1) Tp (8)
ca) I I0.0
0 100 200 300 Here,L 0 is the output feed line loss, and Tp is estimated as the
Temperature,K average of physical temperature at the ends of the feed lines.
Forsmall losses (<1dB), this assumption introduced negligible
error. If a feed line with attenuation L (dB) is regarded as a
LO Mixer series of N infinitesimal, matched lossy lines at physical tem-
drive, perature Tn, and if each elemental section has loss l, it can be
dBm shown that the equivalent noise temperature is
7 -- r_ +1 UnmatcheJ• Matched
o6-- NTe = _ ln-I(l_l)T n (9)m 5 -- n=l
"o
_ 4 -- Here, Tn is given byC
._o
:To- TN + l0 2 -- Tn = TO- L /_/ n- (10)
1 --
and I is defined
o (b) I I I
0 100 200 300 IoL/IONTemperature,K l = (11)
Figure9.--Typicalbiasvoltageandconversionloss
at +1and+10dBmLOdriveasa functionof temp- Inthestrictestsense,I isnotaconstantsinceconductorloss
erature.(a)Biasvoltage.(b)Conversionloss(RFis will improve slightly at the cold end of the line. The values TO
approximately 7.2GHz;LOfrequency is 8.3GHz). and TN+1are the physical temperatures at the input and output
Errorbars representrange of measured datafor of the feed line, respectively. Equation (9) applies only for a
threedifferentmixers.Alldiodeswerefromthe linear temperature gradient. That is, when the ends of the line
samelot. are in good thermal contact with TOand TN+ 1, thermal equilib-
rium has been established, and the line has a uniform cross
at the cryostat I/O (input/output) connectors. Impedance mis- section. For the lines used here, the difference between equa-
matches were small ( ]F [2 << 1) and, consequently,neglected, tion (9) in the limit as N-* ooand the noise temperature calcu-
Sucha decision wasjustified for the cooled,matchedmixersince lated by using T/, is less than 1 K.
the RF VSWR was verysmall. Furthermore,the measured con- A low pass filter with greater than 40 dB of attenuation at
versionloss agreed exceedinglywell with the theoreticalconver- the image frequency was placed before the input port. At
sion loss. (This will be demonstrated in the next section.) This +1 dBm, the single-sideband (SSB) associated noise figures at
implied that there was not a significantmismatch at the IF port 77 and 295 K were 3.7 and 5.1 dB, respectively. At +10 dBm,
either.In general, mismatch loss cannot be ignored (refs.20 and the corresponding noise figures were 4.3 and 5.4 dB.
Measurement uncertainty was poor, about 1dB, because of 2
mixer loss and second stage (instrumentation) noise (ref. 22). 5 = _ g.___L__l,go- g2 (15)
By using a calculated value of-68 dBm input noise power to 2 2 go + g2
the HP-8970B, along with the HP-8970B specifications, the go- gx
second stage noise figure was determined to be about 10 dB.
Alow noise pre-amplifier inserted b _tweentheIF and the noise and for the open circuited case,
meter would, of course, improve the uncertainty considerably.
If the conversion loss of about 2.3 dB with +10 dBm LO crY'pc
drive is dissected into its intrinsic andparasitic parts, it agrees gn = °_Ise In (o_Vj) (16)
extremely well with the minimum theoretical value. A good
approximation of parasitic loss can be obtained by using the The theoretical conversion loss is found from equation (14) to
equivalent circuit of figure 3(b) and evaluating the ratio of be 1.36dB. Similarly, for a + 1dBm LO drive, theoretical con-
available power to power delivered to the junction resistance version loss is 2.40 dB. For a short circuited image,
(ref. 23) such that
2
2 _ = gt_ (17)
L = 10-log 1+_+ (co.C-.j) .Rj.R (12) goRj
It should be noted that for the present mixer, mC] rs<< 1 and
The minimum value, 0.16 dB, occurs when Rj = llm-Cj. The ImCnl<<lgnl,where Cn are the Fourier coefficients of the peri-
measured insertion loss of the input coupled linesand passband
oftheIFfiltercombinationwasabout0.7dB.TheRFmismatch odic junction capacitance Cj(I_(t)) from figure 8.
The mixer's improvement over its room temperature per-loss was about 0.05 dB (for this design, the minimum conver- formance can be attributed, in part, to the deliberate match
sion loss occurred at the minimum VSWR). Hence, an upper to the diode characteristics at 77 K. The conductance wave-
limit for the intrinsic loss due to finitejunction conductance is
about 1.39 dB. Actually, it is probably better than this since shape and the averagejunction conductance are directly influ-
equation (12) does not include loss at the intermediate fre- enced by temperature. Furthermore, the minimum diode
conductance, defined earlier, may be temperature-dependent
quency, and hybrid loss was neglected, and could modify the average junction resistance. Moreover, •
Alower limiton intrinsic loss can be estimated byexpressing it is well established that both the conversion loss and noise
the admittance of thejunction in standard matrix form (refs. 17 figureare functions of the conductance waveform and embed-
and 19): ding impedance, with the conductance waveform generally
expressed as a Fourier series as was done in equation (13).
[iF] [I ] [VF] The F°urier c°efficients (gn) depend °n pump v°Itage' °per-R aVoc 0(czVj) I I (ctVj) 12(ctVj) R ating temperature, and bias, and the ratios gllgo and g21go
Lir j==.Is.e approach unity as loss is minimized. These conductance ratioscan approach unity much more rapidly at cryogenic temper-! LI2(o_Vj) I 1(o_Vj) Io(_zVj)J I atures. That is, a given ratio can be obtained with less LO
power because of the enhanced nonlinearity (i.e., the pumped
(13) diode more closely resembles an ideal switch). Weinreb and
Kerr (ref. 3) showed that to maintain a given conversion loss
This admittance matrix is real, brazenly ignoring junction and impedance level, the LO power should be reduced by
capacitance. It is conceded that the capacitance variation is (rlT/rl'T') 2, where the primed symbols correspond to the
important to mixer analysis (refs. 24 and 25), but the purpose lower temperature. However, they also showed that the dc
here was todemonstrate how closely this design approximated bias voltage must increase accordingly, thereby increasing
the performance expected from a nonlinear resistance with a the mean junction capacitance by a factor of ('qTIrl'T') 1/2.
classical exponential characteristic. The matched signal loss Presumably, the total conversion loss will degrade since its
for a reactively terminated image becomes lower limit, imposed by junction parasitics, is inversely pro-
portional to the diode cutoff frequency. The experimental
work reported herein supports the more recent theoretical
LM _ 1 + _ (14) analysis of Crowe and Mattauch (refs. 6 and 7), which pre-
1- _ dicts that loss degradation due tocooling neednot occur. Their
model assumed that the junction capacitance behaved in the
where same way regardless of operating temperature.
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